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V1.4USMART WATERPROOF MIRROR TV SERIES MANUAL

The information in this document is subject to change without notice.

Congratulations! Your new smart waterproof mirror TV opens the door to the “Amazing Experience” 

in the room.

■ Please check the outer package while receiving, only accept whole package. And please 

check whether the product is intact.

■ For products Damaged/Chipped on Arrival, please provide the order number and damage 

photos and contact Leotachi customer service for assistance.

■ Buy and install a button cell battery (not supplied) in your remote control.

■ Install and set the waterproof TV or mirror TV.

This guide will explain how to install and set your new waterproof TV.

Please read this guide carefully before you use the product.

If you don't understand these installation instructions, please consult an installation specialist.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Installation/Set-up

·  Install and use the TV set in accordance with the instructions below in order to avoid any risk of fire, 

   electrical shock or damage and/or injuries.

·  Use a qualified electrician to set your electrical power supply system. If the power cable is pinched 

   or cut when installed, the users or installers could be subject to an electric shock.

·  Do not submerse the power cord, power adapter, power plug, or product in water or other liquid.

·  It is recommended that two people perform the installation. Injury and/or damage can result from 

   dropping or mishandling the display.

·  Be sure to use the screws supplied with the wall-mount bracket when attaching it to the wall. Use of 

   screws other than those supplied may result in damage to the TV set or cause it to fall, etc.

·  Disconnect power from the equipment by unplugging the power cord from the electrical outlet during 

   the installation.

·  The wall that the TV will be installed on should be capable of supporting a weight of at least four times 

   that of the TV.

Transporting

·  Before transporting the TV set, disconnect all cables.

·  Two or more people are needed to transport a large TV 

   set which is more than 15".

·  When lifting, moving or transporting the TV set by hand,

   hold it firmly from the bottom as shown below.

·  When transporting the TV set for repairs or when moving,

   pack it using the original carton and packing materials.
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Caution about the Remote Control and Battery

·  Observe the correct polarity when inserting battery.

·  Handle the remote with care. Do not drop or step on it, or spill chemical liquid of any kind onto it.

·  Do not place the remote in a location near a heat source.

AC Power Cord

Handle the power adapter and outlet as follows in order to avoid any risk of fire, electrical shock or 

damage and/or injuries:

·  The shape of AC power plug, which is supplied with the TV set, varies depending on the regions. Be 

   sure to connect the appropriate supplied AC power cord with the plug that fits into the AC power outlet.

·  Insert the plug fully into the AC power outlet.

·  When wiring cables, be sure to unplug the AC power cord for your safety and take care not to catch 

   your feet on the cables.

·  Disconnect the AC power cord from the AC power outlet before working on or moving the TV set.

·  Keep the power adapter away from heat sources.

·  Unplug the AC power plug and clean it regularly. If the plug is covered with dust and it picks up 

   moisture, its insulation may deteriorate which could result in a fire.

·  Do not use the supplied power adapter on any other equipment.

·  Do not use other brands of power adapters with the Mirror TV.

·  Do not pinch, bend, or twist the wire excessively.

·  Do not put anything on the wire or power adapter.

·  Do not pull on the AC power cord itself when disconnecting the AC power cord.

Use of the TV

·  This television is intended for indoor 

   installation/use only. Premature product failure 

   or serious personal injury could occur if this 

   product is used outdoors.

·  Please do not allow children to operate this 

   television without adult supervision or guidance.

·  The television should not be subjected to 

   temperatures below-10 Celsius or above+50

   Celsius when in use.

·  Do not put hand/arm on the TV, or lean on the TV.

·  To remove dust from the screen surface/cabinet, wipe gently with a soft cloth. If dust is persistent,

   wipe with a soft cloth slightly moistened with a diluted mild detergent solution.

SMART WATERPROOF MIRROR TV SERIES

LED Lighting Smart Waterproof Mirror TV Medicine Cabinet 23-25

· MODEL: LEOSMJMG-800MC
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LED Lighting Smart Waterproof Mirror TV

· MODEL: LEOSMJMG-800

19-22

360° Rotation Smart Waterproof Mirror TV

· MODEL: LEOSMJMG-215

13-18

System and Operation Introduction 5-12



Default Home APP (mBox or Smart mirror)

Route: Settings - App & notifications - Advanced - Default apps - Home app - Choose your desired 

home app.

mBox : Familiar Android system interface, easier to operate.

Smart mirror : The main interface includes the calendar, weather, light control adjustment, 
health management, application list, language settings, Google browser and portal website, 
system setting module.

Navigation Bar

Swipe up at the bottom of the screen to bring up the Navigation Bar.

Volume -Hide Return Home ScreenshotRecent Volume +

Click "+" to place your most frequently used apps

Long press the APP icon to remove the APP.
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Wi-Fi Connection

Make sure your Wi-fi is available, mirror TV's Wi-fi supports frequency bands of 2.4GHz/5GHz.

If you still cannot connect to the network normally, please contact leotachi customer service team. 

Notice: 1. If the device is connected to TV via HDMI, its sound is controlled by the device itself.

        2. Touch screen control cannot be used under this HDMI interface.

HDMI Interface

SSID:

*******

If Wi-fi cannot connect normally, please try the following methods:

1. Please set the AP frequency band of your Wi-fi transmitting point 

    to only 2.4 GHz, change The WPA of the network to WPA2, and try 

    to connect again.

2. Make sure that your Wi-fi launch point is not too far away from the TV. 

    If the Wi-fi launch point cannot be moved, a Wi-fi signal amplifier can 

    be used to enhance the signal of the wi-fi launch point.

3. If the Wi-fi connection is unstable, you can forget the connected Wi-fi 

    first and reconnect.

Smart mirror

Connect your device to mirror TV via Bluetooth (only some devices are supported), and smart mirror 
will record your health data every time.

Skin
Instrument

Weight
Instrument

Blood Pressure
Meter

Thermometer Dental Testing
Instrument

Supported Instrument Types (only some devices are supported)

Make sure that the Bluetooth of the device and the mirror TV are both turned on, and wait for the 

automatic connection.
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Display Changes

If you feel that you cannot see the screen clearly, please adjust the following three methods.
 (Because of the characteristics of Mirror TV, we recommend that you use it in a dark environment.)

Route:  Settings - Display - Brightness level - Pull the icon to the right to make it brightest. 

Route:  Settings - Display - Font size - Pull the icon to the right to the desired effect.

Route:  Settings - Display - Display size - Pull the icon to the right to the desired effect.

Time zone

Open the "Automatic Determination Date and Time". Under normal circumstances, the system will 

be obtained and corrected according to the network.

Manual Setting Route:  Settings - System - Date & time - Time zone - Select your time zone

Languages

Route:  Settings - System - Languages & input - Languages - Add a languages - Select your language.
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Rotate Screen Angle (Only available for LEOSMJMG-215)

Route: Settings - Display - rotate setting - choose your angle - Wait for the TV to restart automatically.

1

2 3

Light Adjustment (Only available for LEOSMJMG-800 & LEOSMJMG-800MC)

Switch to the smart mirror interface, click the Light icon to switch the light color and brightness you want.

White Light
(6000K)

Natural Light
(4000K)

Warm Light
(3000K)

Looking for extemal storage devices

USB - Click on the screen to explore

Click the USB icon on the screen to play the content in the USB.
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360° ROTATION SMART WATERPROOF MIRROR TV

Packing list

Please check and make sure the requested parts and accessories are included upon you open the box.

1. Waterproof Television

    IP66 Waterproof  

    Shape and appearance vary by model

3. Power Adapter

2. Waterproof Remote Control

    Without Button Cell Battery Supplied

5. User Manual 6. Installation Kit 

* 6 sets

IP68 Waterproof Non-waterproof

    For 10.6"-32" TV

    Input: AC 100V-240V

    Output: DC 12V, 5A

4. Embedded Bracket

Model: LEOSMJMG-215

Overall Size : 515(H)*312(W)*36(D)mm / 20.3*12.3*1.4 inch

Screen Size : 476(W) * 268(D)mm / 21.5 inch

Weight : 5.5kg

Lighting Function: NO

Waterproof grade : IP66

Control Method : Touch screen and Remote Control

Resolution : 1920*1080

Operating System : Android 11.0

CPU/RAM+ROM : RK3288 / 2+16G

Screen Brightness : 500 nits

Interface s: Audio output*1/ Lan*1 / USB*2/ DC 12v*1 / HDMI*1

Internet
RJ45

HDMI
Input

USB
Input

Audio
 Out

Power
 Input

Wi-Fi
Antenna

IR Remote Signal Receiver

Power Indicator
   Red:Standby;    Blue: TV On

Power Touch Key
(Press it once to turn off the screen,
press it again to display the screen,
and press and hold to turn it off.)

Left Speaker Right Speaker

INTERFACE

FRONT

LEFT RIGHTBACK

Gourd Hole VESA 100*100mm
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·  Use a 3V CR2032 button cell battery with the IR 

   remote control.

·  Find the notch on the round back cover of the 

   remote. Insert a coin and twist open the round 

   cover.

·  Remove the round cover and insert a 3V CR2032 

   button cell battery. Make sure the "+" sign on the 

   battery faces to the round cover.

Inserting and Replacing Battery

·  Observe the correct polarity when inserting battery.

·  Handle the remote with care. Do not drop or step on it.

·  Do not place the remote in a location near a heat source.

Caution about the Remote Control and Battery

1.   Signal Indicator

  2.   Mute

Turns on or off audio output

1 

2 

3 

    3.    Numeric Buttons

Numerical selection for channels and settings

4.   Up

5.   Down

6.   Left

7.   Right

8.   OK

Navigate menu and 

make selections

9.   Exit

     Close the On Screen Display menu

10. Cursor

     Launch or exit cursor

11. Android Volume +

12. Android Volume -

13. Return

     Recalls last page viewed

14. Android Switch

     Turns on or off Android system

15. Home Menu

     Turns to Home page

4 

5 

6 

7 8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1 

2 

3 

4 5 

6 
7 

8  9 

10 11 

12 13 

1.   Power  On/Off

  2.   Mute

Turns on or off audio output

 3.   Up

7.   Down

4.   Left

5.   Right

6.   OK

9.   Return

10. Menu

13. Android Volume +

12. Android Volume -

8.   Home

11. Settings

IP68 WATERPROOF REMOTE CONTROL NON-WATERPROOF REMOTE CONTROL

·  Use 2 pack AAA / 1.5V battery with the IR 

   remote control.

·  Go to the back of the remote control and slide 

   down the rear cover of the remote control.

·  Install 2 pack AAA/ 1.5V batteries, make sure 

   the positive and negative poles of the batteries 

   are installed in the direction.

·  Slide the rear cover of the remote control up to 

   cover the battery.

Inserting and Replacing Battery

·  Observe the correct polarity when inserting battery.

·  Handle the remote with care. Do not drop or step on it.

·  Do not place the remote in a location near a heat source.

Caution about the Remote Control and Battery

A
A
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A
A

A
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V
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We have 4 optional methods provided to accommodate TV installations. Please adopt one of them 

below according to the installation type of your TV. If you don't understand these installation 

instructions, please consult an installation specialist or Leoatchi customer service.

Installation Option 3: Embedded Bracket

Option 2:
On-wall Plate
(10.6"-42")

Option 3:
Embedded Bracket
(10.6-55")

Option 1:
Stand Base(360 )
(10.6"-15.6")

1. Nail 4 pcs expansion rubber plugs into the wall according to the hole position of the wall bracket.

2. Fix the wall-mounted bracket, pass the screw through the hole of the wall-mounted bracket, 

    and nail it into the expansion rubber plug.

3. Line up the 4*gourd holes located on the sides of the TV case with the 4*protrusions located 

  within the Embedded Bracket and simply push the TV into situ.

1

3

2

Option 2: On-wall Plate

(Optional Accessory with Extra Charge)

1. Drill holes within the chosen area of the wall according to the 

    On-wall Plate dimensions.

2. Place the raw plugs into the holes and screw the On-wall Plate 

    into position so it is attached to the wall.

3. Set up power and signal circuit and the outlet.

4. Simply offer the TV up to the On-wall Plate that is fixed on the wall. 

    Line up the 4*metal lugs on the On-wall Plate with the 4* holes 

    located on the back cover of TV and simply slide in.
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1. Create an opening within the chosen area of the wall according to the Embedded Bracket 

    dimensions. Leave enough space for the cables

2. Set up power and signal circuit and the outlet and install the wall mount.

3. Hang the TV on the wall mount.

Need to make a hole in the wall

1. You can choose to secure outlets and transformers in the ceiling or in dry corners.

2. Directly mount the wall mount bracket.

3. Hang the TV on the wall mount.

No need to make holes in the wall

Option 1: Stand Base

(Optional Accessory with Extra Charge)

1. Take apart the base cover from the Stand Base.

2. Place the TV screen down on a soft, flat surface,and locate the 

threaded mounting points that are located on the back of the TV.

3. Line up the 4 holes on the Stand Base with the VESA holes on 

    the TV back.

4. Screw the Stand Base into the back of TV.

5. Attach the base cover into position on the base.

6. Organize the cables and set up power and signal circuit and the 

    outlet.

7. Adjust the position of the TV in various ways for maximum comfort.

8. You may put the Stand Base either on the table or screwed on 

    the wall.
On Table On-wall Floor Stand



Packing list
Please check and make sure the requested parts and accessories are included upon you open the box.

1.Smart Mirror Television

    IP66 Waterproof  

    Shape and appearance vary by model

6. Power Adapter

For 10.6"-32" TV

Input: AC 100V-240V

Output: DC 12V, 5A

4. User Manual 5. Installation Kit

    

2. Wall Bracket

× 9 sets

LED LIGHTING SMART WATERPROOF MIRROR TV

Model:  LEOSMJMG-800

Overall Size : 800(H)*600(W)*23(D)mm / 31.5 * 23.6 * 0.9 inch

Screen Size : 476(W) * 268(D)mm / 21.5 inch

Weight : 11.4kg

Lighting Function: Adjustable brightness / color (three colors)

Waterproof grade : IP66

Control Method : Touch screen and Remote Control

Resolution : 1920*1080

Operating System : Android 11.0

CPU/RAM+ROM : RK3288 / 2+16 G

Screen Brightness : 500 nits

Interface s: Audio output*1/ Lan*1 / USB*2/ DC 12v*1 / HDMI*1

Front

Power Touch key
(Press it once to turn off the screen,
press it again to display the screen,
and press and hold to turn it off.)

Power Indicator
  Red: Standby;   Blue:TV On

Tri-color Light Strip
·White light
·Natural light
·Warm lamp

Touch Screen

Interfaces

Dual Speakers

USB
Input

Internet
 RJ45

Audio
 Out

HMDI
Input

USB
Input

Power
 Input

Back

Product structure

3. Bluetooth Remote Control

    Without Button Cell Battery Supplied
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Installation

Step 1:

Drill 9 holes according to the hole 
positions of the wall mount bracket.

Step 2:

Drive the expansion rubber plug into the 9 holes.

Step 3:

Pass the screw through the wall bracket, align the hole, and nail it into the expansion rubber plugs.

Step 4:

Align the hoist holes on the back of the mirror TV and hang it on the wall mount bracket.

Mirror TV is heavy, please take care when install it. 

If there is any problem on the installation, please contact the customer service in time.

A
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1 2 

3 

4 5 

6 
7 

8  
9 

11 

10

13 

12 

1.   Power On/Off

      (Does not wake up when it is turned off)

 3.   Up

7.   Down

4.   Left

5.   Right

6.   OK

9.   Menu

10. Return

12. Android Volume + 

8.   Home

11. Android Volume -

BLUETOOTH REMOTE CONTROL

(NON-WATERPROOF) 

·  Use 2 pack AAA / 1.5V battery with the remote control.

·  Go to the back of the remote control and slide 

   down the rear cover of the remote control.

·  Install 2 pack AAA/ 1.5V batteries, make sure 

   the positive and negative poles of the batteries 

   are installed in the direction.

·  Slide the rear cover of the remote control up to 

   cover the battery.

Inserting and Replacing Battery

·  Observe the correct polarity when inserting battery.

·  Handle the remote with care. Do not drop or step on it.

·  Do not place the remote in a location near a heat source.

Caution about the Remote Control and Battery A
A
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13. Voice input

      (This model does not support voice input)

After installing the batteries, the mirror TV and the remote control need to be paired first.

1. Turn on the Bluetooth interface of the mirror TV.  

    Route: settings - connected devices - pair with new devices.

2. Press and hold the ok and return buttons on the remote until you see the "HBG_RC" 

    device in the Available devices on the mirror TV.

3. Click "HBG_RC", the remote control is successfully connected.

MATE
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2  . Cursor

     Launch or exit cursor



Packing list
Please check and make sure the requested parts and accessories are included upon you open the box.

1.Smart Mirror Television

    IP66 Waterproof  

    Shape and appearance vary by model

3. User Manual

4. Installation Kit

    

2. Wall Bracket

× 3 sets

Model: LEOSMJMG-800MC

Overall Size : 800(H)*700(W)*152(D)mm / 31.5 * 27.5 * 5.9 inch

Screen Size : 296(W) * 168(D)mm / 13.3 inch

Weight : 15kg

Lighting Function: Adjustable brightness / color (three colors)

Waterproof grade : IP66

Control Method : Touch screen

Resolution : 1920*1080

Operating System : Android 11.0

CPU/RAM+ROM : RK3288 / 2+16 G

Screen Brightness : 500 nits

Cabinet layers: Three layers

Power Plug

For 10.6"-32" TV

Input: AC 100V-240V

Output: DC 12V, 5A

Speaker and Bluetooth launch point

Light Strip
White light
Natural light
Warm light

Power Touch key.

Press it once to turn off 

the screen,press it again 

to display the screen,and 

press and hold to turn it off.

Power Indicator

  Red: Standby

  Blue:TV On

264mm / 10.4 inch

764mm / 30 inch

200mm / 7.8 inch

164mm / 6.4 inch

60mm / 2.4 inch

60mm / 2.4 inch
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Product structure

TOP

FRONT

BOTTOM

RIGHT

CABINET SIZE

112 mm / 4.4 inch

LED LIGHTING SMART WATERPROOF MIRROR TV MEDICINE CABINET



Installation

Step 1:

Drill 3 holes according to the hole 
positions of the wall mount bracket.

Step 2:

Drive the expansion rubber plug into the 3 holes.

Step 3:

Pass the screw through the wall bracket, align the hole, and nail it into the expansion rubber plugs.

The glass cabinet door is very heavy, please install it carefully and pay attention to keep the 

balance of the mirror cabinet.

If there is any problem on the installation, please contact the customer service in time.

This side is attached to the wall

Step 4:

Hold the back of the mirror cabinet close to the wall 
mount and snap into the upper part of the wall mount.
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WARRANTY

All Leotachi televisions are guaranteed to be free from defects in parts and manufacture for one year

from the date of purchase, provided that the product is used under the normal operating conditions.

 ·  The warranty is only available to the original purchaser and is not transferable. Your consumer

    rights are not affected.

 ·  If there are any defects with your television please contact the Leotachi customer service stating 

    your invoice, number, date of purchase, full name and address.

 ·  Do not attempt to repair or take apart the television yourself. If the television has been tampered

    with before it arrives with us, the warranty will be void.

 ·  We advise that all customers retain original packaging should the unit need to be returned.

 ·  If your television occurs a problem outside of the warranty period, we offer a repair service where

    we can collect and professionally repair your television.

 ·  Exceptions to Warranty:

    Leotachi does not warrant the Products against defects arising out of the following:

    A. Lack of proof of original proof of purchase;

    B. Product's extended use, including particularly, commercial applications, where a Product is

        operating on average more than twelve (12) hours per day on a permanent or extended

        periodic basis;

    C. Circumstances, damage (including concealed damage) or other conditions occurring during

        shipment of a Product or at any time after a Product leaves Leotachi's facility;

    D. Improper, incorrect, or insufficient AC supply voltage to a Product;

    E. Alterations, modifications, including use of unauthorized mount;

    F. A Product's misuse, neglect use, abuse, or improper operation, including the failure to follow a

        Product's normal and ordinary operating instructions;

    G. The improper or faulty installation, setup, or adjustment of a Product;

    H. A Product's repair, attempted repair, or total or partial disassembly by any party other than

        Leotachi or Leotachi's authorized service representatives;

    L. Corrosion that does not affect the performance of a Product or the reasonable cosmetic

        appearance of a Product.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: Why can't I just install a regular television in my bathroom?

A: A regular television is designed for use in dry areas, such as your living room or bedroom. They are

    not waterproof. The rear of the television is vented to allow for cooling, however, these vents will

    also allow moisture and condensation to accumulate inside the television. This can be extremely

    hazardous, with risks to the television shorting and potentially causing an electrical malfunction or

    fire.

    The waterproof TV is a completely sealed design, engineered for use in wet areas. It is rated IP65

    or higher and can withstand not only moisture, but also water from any direction.

Q: What is the difference between a waterproof TV and a weatherproof outdoor TV?

A: The waterproof televisions are designed for indoor use. They are a completely sealed design, rated

    IP65 or higher, and are capable of withstanding water from any direction.

    Outdoor weatherproof televisions are quite different, as they not only have to deal with water, but

    also sunlight and are exposed to the environment. For this reason they have a number of specific

    features:

    Built in cooling systems ensure that the TV does not overheat under the sun.

    Anti-reflective glass reduces glare caused by high ambient light.

    Powder coated to ensure long term survivability in the elements.

    High brightness LED TV panel so the screen can be easily viewed during the day.

    Anti-theft mounting hardware secures your investment from theft.

Q： What warranty do you provide?

A： Our standard warranty provides 12 months of cover.     Ask us for updated warranty and more

    information when you purchase your television.

Q： How easy are the products to install?

A： This depends on the television models and the installation method you are interested in.

    For the models that are designed to be installed and recessed into your wall. It therefore requires

    a cavity to be cut into your wall, with size of cavity depend on the size of television you purchase.

    It is recommended that power and input cables are made available adjacent to the cavity opening

    inside the cavity. This will give you a seamless looking installation.

    The on-wall mount method use mounting hardware and are therefore relatively simple to install.

Q： What types of inputs are available for most TV's?

A： Most televisions consist of one or more HDMI ports, USB ports, TV. We can make the inputs as

    required for the customized products.

Q： Do you supply waterproof remote controls with all your products?

A： Yes. All of the waterproof televisions come equipped with IP68 waterproof remote controls as

    standard (IP68 is a protection rating against dust and water), and a mini mouse keyboard remote control

    for Android TV models is optionally equipped  with extra charge.
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Q: What is an IP rating?

A: Ingress Protection Ratings (IP Ratings), evaluate the performance of a particular products ability

    to keep out moisture or dust and other debris. IP ratings are made up of 2 digits. The first digit 

    indicates the products ability to stop the ingress of dust.0 being no protection, and 6 being the 

    highest degree of dust protection (dust proof).

    The second digit indicates the products ability to stop the ingress of water. Again, 0 being no 

    protection, with 8 being the highest degree of water protection (continuous immersion in water).As 

    an example, the models IP65 rated means they are dust tight (6), and can take high pressure water 

    from any direction (5).

Q: Does the TV come with everything I need to install, power and control?

A: All of our Bathroom TVs come complete with relevant bracket and instructions (for installation),and 

    accessories to power and control (power adapter and remote control).

Q: Can you install the bathroom TVs at the end of your bath or within a shower area?

A: All our bathroom TVs conform to IP65 or IP66 standard, they can be installed at the end of the bath,

    of which is the most popular installation location.

Q: Do you deliver worldwide?

A: Absolutely - we can ship all over the world, but delivery times do vary. We recommend you contact

    us before you order so we can give you a more accurate delivery date estimate.

Q: What voltage is required to power the TV?

A: To ensure that our waterproof TVs are safe for use in a wet environment, most of the models come 

    with a 12V power supply. Just few models come with AC power supply.

Q: My TV is out of warranty, do you offer a repair service?

A: We do have an internal service department and are on hand to assist and support our customers 

    with any repair works required in an affordable, effective and timely manner. Simply contact us for 

    more information.

Q: Can I connect external speakers?

A: It depends on the models. For the models with the audio-out, they allow you to use either the internal 

    speakers or use the audio-out facility to connect with external speakers of your choice. It is important 

   to note that you can only use either the internal or external speakers and not in conjunction with one 

   another. You can also customize the output ports when you place the orders.

Q: Are the speakers waterproof?

A: Yes. The speakers are waterproof. They are located inside the TV and with waterproof treated.



Dear Customer,

Thank you for your recent purchase of our Leotachi product. 

We hope you will be pleased with both the product and our service.

We are 100% dedicated to your complete satisfaction. 

If not, please give our helpful customer service team an opportunity to improve 

your experience right away, our team members are more than happy to help you.

Meanwhile, we also welcome you to share a product opinion so that more consumers 

 can be benefited                           from your experience. As a growing brand, we know how scarce time

can be, so we especially appreciate your time and input.  

Warm Regards,

Leotachi Customer Support

US:E-mail:Leotachi02@gmail.com

UK:E-mail:Leotachi01@163.com

About Leotachi

Leotachi is a professional manufacturer of specializing in Safe Waterproof  Tvs, 

backed with 10-years experience in bathroom TV industry, Our main products are 

Smart Waterproof Touchscreen Mirror Tvs, Mirror Tvs, Bathroom TVs and Shower 

TVs etc.

We are committed to quality and excellence in all our activities and will 

conduct our business with honesty  and integrity.

Our passion is to deliver our customers the best product  and services available.

We strive to leave every  customer 100% satisfied.

CONTACT US

29www.leotachi.com 30www.leotachi.com

Thank you 

For your purchas
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